
Surprise! 

English 

The children will create rules for bonfire 
safety ready to make a bonfire safety poster 
linking with our RHE work. 
They will then learn about Guy Fawkes and 
the Gun Powder Plot.  They will learn about 
the different events and put them in order.  
They will then create sentences about the 
story using their knowledge of phonics. 
 

Maths 

This half term the children will be learning about 
part whole models and addition.  They will be 
applying what they have learnt in their 
mastering number sessions to learn their 
number bonds to 10. Towards the end of the 
half term the children will be learning about 2D 
and 3D shapes, recognising and describing 
them.. 
 

RE 

BIG QUESTION Understanding Christianity  - 
Concept: Incarnation 
Why does Christmas matter to Christians?  
  
Christmas - Children will be learning about 
the Nativity.  They will learn and perform 
the Nativity story to their families and 
members of the community. 

RHE 

The children will start the half term learning about firework and Bonfire Night safety.  
Can children spot when something is unsafe or dangerous?  Can children explain what 
to do when they do not feel safe 
 

Time, Testing and Technology 

History -  Children will be finding out about Guy 

Fawkes and the part he played in the Gun Powder 

Plot.  Children will then plot the events from the 

gun powder plot on a timeline that will include key 

historical characters. 

IT - The children will be learning how to use a 

chrome book.  This will include logging in using their 

own username and password. 

They will also take photographs on an iPad to 

support their Geography work.  They will take 

pictures of different part of the playground and 

print them.  

Enrichment Opportunities 

The children will work as whole key stage to create, learn and practise a dance routine 
for the dance festival. 
 
Christmas—They will learn and perform the Nativity story to their families and members 
of the community. 

How we show our values… 
 

Caring  - about our history and those who influenced our lives today  
 
Considerate - when learning to cooperate  and work with each other to achieve a result 
 
Courageous - Challenging themselves through different sports and activities 

Beautiful Creations 

DT - Children will be exploring a range of 
mechanisms and levers to then design and 
create a Christmas card with a simple slider. 
 
 
Music - Hey You! (Charanga) How rhythm, pulse 
and pitch work together through Old School hip 
hop music.   
 

Our Wonderful World 

PE - Total Sports - Invasion 
Mrs Davis—Gymnastics.  Can they combine shapes, 
travel and balance over sequence?   
 
 
Geography - The children will learn where our school is 
in the community and where our community is in York.  
They will explore maps and identify their common fea-
tures.  They will then create  a map of the school 
grounds using photographs they have taken as part of 
their IT work using an IPad. 
 


